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1. Introduction
Since the introduction of the FSC credit system, (which is currently only applicable on a site by site
basis) large companies have showed interest in a credit system that would be possible to apply at the
multi-site certificate level, i.e. exchanging FSC credit between sites without physically transferring
material. At the same time, the subject has been critically rated by ecological and social stakeholders
that fear any move towards the direction of shared credits would open up the arena for a virtual
credit trading model with uncontrollable impacts on FSC supply streams.
The subject and its potential benefits and implications were initially discussed in the following
discussion papers:
- PSU-DIS-40-004: Proposed changes to the FSC group chain of custody and multiple site
chain of custody policies (December 2004)
- FSC-DIS-01-013: Review and revision of the FSC Chain of Custody standard (March 2006)
As a response to the various requests for cross site credit pilot tests, the FSC International Center
prepared a research framework in March 2010 with the objective to coordinate the applications for
pilot tests along with subsequent research activities. Due to the controversy of this subject, formal
guidance was requested from the FSC Policy and Standards Committee (PSC) and the FSC Board of
Directors.
On the 1st of March 2011 the FSC Board of Directors approved the pilot test of a cross site credit
system, under restrictive conditions.

2. The FSC Credit System
The FSC credit system was first introduced in the FSC Chain of Custody in September 2004 as a new
system for managing production of FSC Mix products and trade of unfinished products. The FSC
credit system links the quantity of FSC certified product to the quantity of FSC-certified material
entering the production process but does not require physical separation of FSC-certified material
from other controlled wood in FSC product groups during processing.
Under the credit system a proportion of the outputs can be sold with an FSC Mix Credit claim
corresponding to the quantity of FSC input and/or post-consumer inputs. FSC inputs and postconsumer inputs can also be accumulated as FSC credit on a credit account. The uncertified output
can be sold as ‘FSC Controlled Wood’ under certain conditions.
The credit system can be used for FSC Mix and FSC Recycled product groups only. It is neither
applicable for print processes nor for trading activities related to finished products and can currently
only be applied on the level of a single, physical (storage, distribution, manufacturing, etc.) site.
Under the current credit system requirements, the probability that FSC Mix products contain FSC
certified material can be anywhere between 0 – 100%, meaning that in some cases the entire
product may only contain FSC Controlled Wood material, without keeping a physical link to the
certified material.
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The Cross Site Credit method goes one step further, by allowing credits to be exchanged without
physically transferring the material. To this end a number of safeguards were introduced to the pilot
test to control and restrict the use of the Cross Site Credit method.

3. Pre-conditions for participation in the cross-site credits study
The following pre-conditions were established by the FSC Board for the participation of companies in
the Cross Site Credits pilot project:
 Controlled Wood verification for the entirety of the sites involved in the pilot;
 Minimum of 10% physical FSC input (FSC Pure, FSC Mixed, FSC Recycled or postconsumer
reclaimed) in each participating site;
 All sites participating in the multi-site credit sharing shall be located within the same ecoregion,
country or region (E.g. European Union)
 FSC credits shall only be shared within a multi-site certificate.
 All inputs to a shared credit account shall be of the same product group, (e.g. same quality,
value, species)
In addition to this it was also emphasized that all sites must continue to maintain individual credit
accounts per site. This requirement is already included in the current standard but specifically
pointed out for the pilot test in order to ensure that companies would be able to return to the old
system in case the Cross Site Credit system would not be approved.

4. Pilot test participants
In the period between March and May 2011, FSC received a total of 19 applications from companies
interested in testing the cross-site credits and 16 of them had their proposals approved by the FSC
Director. The three companies that had their applications rejected were not able to meet the
minimum 10% threshold of FSC input per site which was a pre-condition for participation in the pilot
study.
All companies that participated in the project are large multi-national companies with sourcing,
production and sales in several countries and sometimes also more than one continent. All
companies are based in Europe and North America since FSC did not receive any applications from
companies based in South America, Russia, China or Southeast Asia. This means that the company
culture, sourcing and production processes as well as external conditions are fairly similar among the
pilot participants. The pilot project would probably have gained from involving companies with more
geographical and cultural diversities but this was not so easy to achieve when large multi-national
companies from Europe and North America were the only applicants for the pilot test.
The factor that probably has the biggest impact on the sourcing of raw material and the value of the
Cross Site Credit system is how far upstream the production chain the company is operating.
Companies who source round wood are more depending on the local availability of FSC certified
material at the individual sites while companies that source global commodities like pulp and sawn
goods have a somewhat easier situation since they can, to some extent, steer the physical sourcing
of FSC certified material to the sites where it is most needed. Based on this the project participants
can be grouped into the following four groups:
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Primary producers (Sawmills, pulpmills, integrated papermills, boardmills)
Secondary producers (paper producers, window producers)
Traders/Wholesalers
Producers that use recycled material
Table 1. Pilot project participants

Company Name
Columbia Forest
Products

Velux
Roseburg
Domtar

Region/country
US & Canada

Credits
Number
transferred
Type of production
of
within the
included in the
Sites
following
pilot
included product groups
3 W3.1
Primary producer
Wood Chips

Denmark, UK and Secondary producer
Netherlands
US
Primary producer
US & Canada
Primary producer

W5.8
Peeler cores
9 W11.2
Windows
7 W1.1 Logs
9 P1 Pulp
5 W6 Mouldings

PontMeyer
Handelsbedrijven B.V.
Tembec

Netherlands

Trader/Wholesaler

Canada

Primary producer

New Page
SCA
International Paper

US
EU
US

Verso Paper

US & Canada

Primary producer
Primary producer
Primary producer
Primary producer

Cascades

US & Canada

Recycled paper

Metsä Tissue

Germany

Artic Paper

Poland and
Germany

3 P6 Pulp
2 P1 Pulp

Wepa

Germany, France
and Italy

Secondary producer
(Primary) &
Secondary producer
Primary producer

Midwest Hardwood
Corporation

US

Primary producer

Torrespapel

Spain, Italy &
France

Secondary producer

5 W5.2
Hardwood Lumber
3 P1 Pulp

5 W5.2 Softwood
lumber
P1 Pulp
6 P1 Pulp
21 P6 Pulp
2 N/A 1
4 P1 Pulp
11 P1 Pulp

6 P1 Pulp

5. Pilot test timeframes
The pilot tests took place between 1st of September 2011 and 30th of September 2012, and the
results were submitted to FSC by the Certification Bodies, who audited the pilot test participants
according to the requirements specified by the FSC Policy and Standards Unit.

1

International Paper did not participate in the pilot though they were approved to do so.
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When the pilot ended all participants were allowed to continue with the credit transfer until the FSC
Board meeting in March 2013. As the Board did not make any final decision on continuation or
discontinuation of the Cross Site Credit system at its meeting in March 2013 all participants have
been allowed to continue with credit transfer under unchanged conditions until the next Board
meeting.

6. Measurable results from the pilot project

6.1 Market breakthroughs - Sales of FSC products
The majority of the pilot project participants reported significant improvement in terms of market
breakthroughs for FSC certified products as a result of the cross-site credits system. This in spite of
the fact that many of them did not dare to actively promote more FSC certified products in order to
avoid a potential customer disappointment in the case the method would be rejected by the FSC
Board.
The main improvements that the participants reported were:





Increased volumes of FSC sales,
Expansion of the FSC product range (new product lines),
Ability to supply FSC certified products to new markets,
Ability to bring FSC products to market cost effectively.

3 participants did not transfer any credits at all during the test period, mainly due to financial
downturn in their business which meant that there was no need for them to transfer credits during
the period. All the others have provided figures on the credits they have transferred (m3, tonnes,
board feet, etc). Most of the participants have also provided figures on how much more FSC certified
products they have managed to sell as a result of the Cross Site Credit system. Since the participants
work with totally different products and materials (and are not willing to share sales volumes in
financial terms) it is not possible to identify a common measurement unit that could quantify the
increase in FSC sales that the project has resulted in.
It is also not really relevant to aggregate sales figures for all participants since the majority of them
state that they have not utilised the full potential with the Cross Site Credit system for the reasons
described above. Aggregated sales figures would thus not give the full picture of how much the sales
could increase when/if the system is approved. Only a few of the participants have utilised the
possibility to transfer credits to a larger extent and these companies show significant increase in
sales volumes after the Cross Site Credit system was implemented.
Graph 1 below shows one pulp producer with one pulp mill (Mill 2) in an area with large share of FSC
certified forests and one mill (Mill 1) in an area with more complex ownership structure and
therefore also much lower share of FSC certified forests. The mill with the low FSC share is the one
closer to the main markets and also the one with the highest demand for FSC certified pulp. As can
be seen from the graph, the sales of FSC certified pulp started growing directly after the pilot was
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started and the company was able to utilise the credits where they had the biggest need for them.
The graph also show that the company continued to finance and support FSC certification also in the
area where the FSC share was very low when the pilot project started. Please note that the units are
not the same in the purchase and sales graphs which means that the figures are not directly
comparable.
Graph 1. Development of FSC sourcing and sales for pulp producing company

The second example is a company that purchase pulp for two converting mills which also have very
different possibilities to source FSC material. One of the mills (Mill 2) is situated in an area with many
pulp mills that can sell FSC market pulp while the other mill (Mill 1) is placed in an area with very
limited availability of FSC certified pulp within reasonable distance. Another challenge for this
company is that they have a fairly instable supply of FSC pulp to both mills since the availability of
FSC pulp varies a lot from year to year. Graph 2 below shows the sourcing and sales volumes for the
two sites that were included in the pilot project. From the graph it can be seen that before the pilot
project the company used only a small part of the FSC credits they had available at mill 2 while mill 1
had to maximise the use of available credits to cope with the market demand. The introduction of
the Cross Site Credit system meant that the company could better utilise all available credits and the
total sales of FSC certified products grew with over 50% between 2010 and 2012. The company’s
total sourcing of FSC material has also grown from the period before the Cross Site Credit pilot but
this growth is not as evident since the availability of FSC material varies a lot over the years.
Graph 2. Development of FSC sourcing and sales for a converting company

Another participant report of a recent case where a large, high visibility customer had to choose a
PEFC certified product range instead of an FSC certified one (which was the customer’s first choice)
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because the site that produced the particular range does not have access to the required volume of
FSC certified raw material needed to produce the products. If the Cross Site Credit system would
have been approved the company would have had no problems to supply the customer with the
products FSC certified
All companies that participated in the pilot project stated that when/if the Cross Site Credit system is
approved they will feel safer to develop new markets for FSC products. All of them expect that their
sales of FSC products will significantly increase as a result of an approved Cross Site Credit system.
The pilot test and interviews with stakeholders from all chambers did not disclose any potential
negative impact on small and medium size producers and traders as a result of a Cross Site Credit
system. Rather is there a risk that small and medium size companies might suffer in case the Cross
Site Credit system is not approved. This could happen in two potential scenarios;
 Companies with excess FSC credits at one or several sites might be less interested to source
more FSC material from local sources if the company anyway have to expire credits at the
concerned sites. Such sites are often situated in logistically disadvantaged areas and cases
like this would impact forest owners and processors in such areas severely.
 Companies with sites in areas with low FSC share might not be able to source enough FSC
material to certify any of their products which might lead to a lost interest to source any FSC
material to these sites.

6.2

Cost effective distribution

Several companies also report that the Cross Site Credit system creates possibilities for better
logistical solutions when they do not have to transport the goods physically between the different
sites in order to meet customer demands but can instead just transfer FSC credits to the site where it
is mostly needed. One such example is a wood distributor that sells timber, board and building
materials in a large variety of sizes and grades as FSC, FSC Controlled Wood and PEFC certified in
more than 50 different locations within the same country. Under the current system, the company
would have to duplicate or even triplicate the stock areas in order to segregate FSC and non-certified
materials (CW and PEFC), which is not possible due to space constraints. Since this is not possible
they have to concentrate the FSC products to a few locations and then distribute from these over
longer distances when a customer orders FSC certified products. This cause them longer lead times,
increased transport costs and more Co2 emissions, problems that will be diminished with the Cross
Site Credit system.
Another example is a window manufacturer that mainly produces to stock. At the time of production,
the company does not know the end-customer. The company has several production sites that
deliver goods to the company’s own warehouses in different countries from where it is delivered to
the customer. The company has no possibility to store both certified and uncertified material in the
warehouses and they do not know beforehand if the customer wants FSC certified product as this is
only clarified when the customer places an order. Without the Cross Site Credit system the
company’s credit account can only be applied at the level of a single manufacturing site which means
that the company’s warehouses are excluded from the credit account and the company’s whole
production has to be sold as non-FSC certified. For this company, the Cross Site Credit system will
mean a significant improvement since they would be able to sell the FSC certified products where
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they for the moment are in most demand. The company reports that as a result of the Cross Site
Credit pilot project they were able to sell a whole product range as FSC certified in the two countries
where the pilot was run. The fact that the company finally was able to sell FSC certified products also
had a positive influence on their raw material sourcing and the share of FSC certified material raised
from 40% to 45% during the pilot test period. The company states that if the system is approved they
will apply the Cross Site Credit system at all their warehouses and thus be able to sell a significant
share of their production as FSC certified and at the same time also expect to increase their sourcing
of FSC certified raw material even more.

6.3 Impacts on the certification of forests, especially among small holders
It is difficult to connect the results from the Cross Site Credit pilot project to a direct increase of
certified forest land in the sourcing areas. The main reason for this is;







The pilot period has been too short to give much direct impact on the demand for more certified
forestland. The process to certify private forest owners is usually very lengthy and the results
from campaigns and programs are usually only visible after a year or more.
Many of the project participants are secondary producers of wood based products and their
influence on forest certification is only an indirect result of their sourcing activities.
The fact that the Cross Site Credit project was limited to a certain time period with no evidence
of continuation meant that most of the participating companies dared not to put too much
efforts into marketing new FSC certified product or to expand the sales of existing certified
products. A higher FSC sales volume would lead to increased demand for FSC certified rawmaterial which in turn results in need for more certified forest land.
Transfer of FSC Recycled credits does not have any effect on the certification of forest land and
thus this issue is not relevant when FSC credits related to recycled material is transferred.

Despite the long lead time on forestry certification initiatives on private forest lands, several project
participant report that they have contributed to increased certification of private forest land as a
result of the project. These are mainly primary producers that have a direct connection with the
forest owners and where they can directly communicate and influence the forest owners to certify
their forest lands. Some of these project participants are running their own Group certification
programs and some of them are supporting external organisations/companies that are acting as
group managers. One of the pilot test participants reported that in order to reach the minimum 10%
threshold, the company has actively incentivized and supported the certification of a group of
suppliers, which resulted in 125 landowners and over 40 000 hectares of additional FSC certified
land.
Many of the forest certification programs have been initiated before the Cross Site Credit Pilot
started but the companies state that it has been much more encouraging for them to invest in such
programs when they know that they can utilise all FSC credits that they source, no matter where the
forests are located. Many of the other project participants (both primary and secondary producers)
also state that they will invest in similar initiatives once they know if the Cross Site Credit system will
be approved. At least in Spain there seems to be one such large initiative that is depending on
whether the Cross Site Credit system is approved or not.
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Secondary producers that source global commodities like pulp and sawn timber are not so often
involved in forest certification activities. Still these companies also believe that their increased
sourcing of certified material in the long run will have a positive impact on the certification of forest
land.
Under certain circumstances there can be risk that the Cross Site Credit system creates a lower
interest for companies with excess FSC credits to finance and support FSC certification in areas where
FSC certification is difficult to develop due to ownership structure etc. None of the project
participants (the primary producers) have however indicated that this would be the case since
according to them all FSC credits have a value within the Cross Site Credit system and availability of
FSC volumes on local level is important also for their other partners such as sub-suppliers of chips
and sawdust.
The opposite side of this is that without the Cross Site Credit system companies with excess FSC
credits in regions with low demand for FSC products are less likely to support the FSC development
on local level if they already have to expire credits at these sites. This in turn has a negative effect on
certification of forestland but also means that e.g. local sawmills can face difficulties to sell their
sawdust as certified, or in the worst case might not be able to sell it at all. This will particularly impact
logistically disadvantaged forest owners and processors.
All participants claim that if the Cross Site Credit system is approved they will be able to put more
focus and more resources on increasing the sales of FSC material and this will result in a need to
source more certified input material. How soon this increased demand for FSC certified raw-material
will result in increased certification of forest land is impossible to say since it varies from case.

Impact from the introduction of the FSC Credit system in 2004
One process that can give an indication of what can happen when companies are able to efficiently
utilise their available FSC material is to look at what happened after the introduction of the FSC
Credit system in 2004-2005. There are of course many factors that influence the global development
of FSC FM certification and it’s impossible to say how much of the growth that is caused by the
introduction of the Credit system. Still, as can be seen from the graph below, it was only after 2004
that the growth of FSC FM started to take off which indicates that the introduction of the Credit
system had a significant role to play in this development.
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Graph 3. Development of FSC forest management certification

Conclusions
The conclusions from the analysis of the Cross Site Credit pilot project results and other comparable
processes is that the Cross Site Credit system will provide for increased certification of forest land
and this growth is likely to concentrate a lot on small holdings. Increased forest certification has a
direct positive impact on FSC’s three focus areas; social, environment and economy.

6.4

CO2 emissions

All participants in the pilot project reported that the possibility to transfer credit between sites have
a positive environmental impact due to reduced transportation (consumption of fossil fuels, CO2
emissions, noise). Reduction of CO2 emissions was not one of the performance indicators for the pilot
credit and only a one of the participants have presented actual figures on how big CO2 reduction the
credit transfer resulted in. This company reported that during the pilot test, they had avoided
transportation of 15 000 tons of pulp, which represented the equivalent to an overall CO2 saving of
1 012 036 kg CO2eq/year. It is likely that many of the other participants (especially those operating
over large distances and/or with big volumes) have achieved similar or even bigger CO2 reductions
during the pilot period though these data have not been as thoroughly measured and reported.

6.5

Additional FSC and FSC Controlled Wood certificates

The current CoC standard requires Controlled Wood verification for material used within the
concerned product group while the pre-condition for participation in the pilot stated required
“Controlled Wood verification for the entirety of the sites involved in the pilot”. This new
requirement means that the involved sites had to ensure that all wood based material complies with
the FSC Controlled Wood criteria. For many companies this was not an issue since the sites already
had FSC Controlled Wood as a minimum requirement in their sourcing policy but for several
companies this mean that they had to intensify their sourcing efforts and ensure that all suppliers
complied with the FSC Controlled Wood requirements. This in turn meant that several suppliers
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(traders and producers) decided to certify their operations in order to comply with the new
requirements. The indirect outcome of this is that more raw-material is verified against the FSC
Controlled Wood criteria, which has a both environmental and social positive effect. It also means
that more companies in the supply chains are certified against the FSC CoC standard which means
that these companies are required to comply with the basic Health and Safety requirements in the
FSC CoC standard.

7. Arguments that supports a Cross Site Credit system
The overall results presented by the companies and their Certification Bodies demonstrated positive
results and strong arguments in favour of the Cross Site Credits system.
For the majority of the pilot test participants, the commonly repeated argument in favour of applying
the cross-site credits method is the frequent mismatch between the demand for certified products
and the availability and location of FSC supplies. In many examples, companies have excess of FSC
credits in certain locations and shortage of FSC credits in others. As a consequence, companies are
required to transport FSC supplies from distant regions which significantly increase the costs of
production and CO2 emissions, or they have to offer the customer other alternatives such as PEFC
certified products while the FSC credits at logistically disadvantaged locations expire.
A majority of the participants reported increased sales of FSC certified products as a result of the
pilot project. However, several did not dare to offer more FSC products to customers considering the
limited duration of the pilot test and the uncertainty about the approval/rejection of the cross-site
credits method by FSC.
Most participants report that with the Cross Site Credit system they will have a good method to assist
with supply interruptions caused by business related and natural (e.g. storms, earthquakes, etc.)
disturbances in the raw-material supply.
All companies that participated in the pilot project reported that the experience from the project is
very positive and if the system is approved most of them will start to market FSC products even
more.
The Cross Site Credit system will provide for increased certification of forest land, particularly on
small holdings and logistically disadvantaged forest owners.
Carbon Footprint is becoming increasingly important for consumers, and tools and systems are being
developed to measure the Carbon Footprint of both companies and products. Such tools will also
challenge the FSC label since consumers will have more environmental aspects to consider at the
point of purchase. If the Cross Site Credit system is not approved then companies will often have to
source and transport FSC certified raw material over long distances to meet the customers’ demands,
which will have a direct negative impact on the FSC certified product’s Carbon Footprint. This will
put the FSC certified product in a less favourable position compared to non-certified products or
products certified under other forest management schemes that will benefit from shorter transport
distances and less CO2 emissions.
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8. Arguments that oppose a Cross Site Credit system
The pilot test has not revealed any direct indications that the Cross Site Credit system would have
any quantifiable negative impact on the Social and Environmental aspects. The only potential
measurable negative impact could be that some companies might be less interested to finance and
support FSC Certification in certain areas if they have excess FSC Credits from other sites. This is an
argument that the interviewed project participants disagree with since they believe that in the long
term perspective all certified wood will have a “value”, no matter where it is located. The project
participants that today are involved in forest certification initiatives/projects reported that they will
continue to finance and support such activities in the same way also after an approval of the Cross
Site Credit system.
Distrust in the FSC system
There is a broad and deeply rooted mistrust in the ecological chamber members interviewed of FSC’s
capability to enforce the rules and the requirements that are decided in the multi stakeholder
forums. According to several ENGO’s, FSC has a track record that shows that many rules are
interpreted differently by companies and certifiers while FSC has not been able to capture these
discrepancies before they are widely spread. Once they are discovered, FSC has too often not had the
strength to require corrective actions but ended up accepting these discrepancies. This means that
the quality and credibility of the system is weakened in the eyes of the ecological chamber.
One such example is (according to the ENGO’s) the fact that companies are mixing solid wood
material of different tree species in the same credit account though this was not the intention when
the credit system was introduced.
Much of the resistance against the Cross Site Credit system that the stakeholders refer to is based on
single examples of companies or organisations that have, or perhaps will, misuse the FSC CoC system
if the possibility to transfer credits is allowed. Most of the stakeholders agree that the majority of all
companies that are involved in FSC certification are strong supporters of the system and are not
deliberately trying to cheat or misuse the system. The problem that these stakeholders face is
however that there are companies involved in FSC certification that always try to find loopholes and
ways to gain favours for themselves not bothering if their methods are discrediting the FSC brand.
There is also a fear among the social and ecological stakeholders that any move towards the
direction of shared credits would open up the arena for a virtual credit trading model with
uncontrollable impacts on FSC supply streams. This fear seems to be caused by FSC’s poor track
record in ensuring consistent implementation of defined requirements.

Customers’ perception and expectations
There is most likely a big diversity in the end consumers interest and understanding of the FSC
system, both concerning forest management and chain of custody. The interest and understanding
range from those who actively seek information and want to absorb all details about the system to
those who make their purchase decisions ad hoc without needing much information about the
background of the label.
Interviews with representatives from the economic chamber shows that they believe that most
consumers simply want to support responsible forest management and therefore choose to
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purchase FSC certified products. For these customers it is not important if the raw-material in the
specific product originates directly from a certified forest. For them it’s enough to know that their
purchase leads to a positive change in forest management methods.
Many representatives from the ecological and social chamber on the other hand believe that
customers of FSC products expect that the wood used in the product they buy has grown in an FSC
certified forest. This group (which according to the ecological and social stakeholders represent the
majority of customers) will consider themselves fooled and the system a fraud if they discover how
the FSC CoC system is functioning today.
It is important to point out here that the disconnection between products and forests was accepted
already with the introduction of the FSC Credit system and the Cross Site Credit system would be just
another way of controlling the product mix. Well-informed and cautious customers that cannot
accept the disconnection between certified products and certified forests can of course choose to
only purchase FSC 100% labelled products but in reality this is not really an option since the offer of
FSC 100% labelled products is rather limited.
The lack of impartial data on customers’ awareness and expectations makes it difficult to determine
how important the physical connection between the product and the forest is for the average
customer. This means that the discussion about credibility of the FSC Credit system is based very
much on the different stakeholders’ assumptions and opinions.

Weak tools for addressing deliberate misuse and fraud
According to social and ecological stakeholders, FSC does not have any functional mechanisms that
are strong and efficient enough to capture deliberate misuse and fraud against the CoC system and
to exclude such organisations from the FSC system. The Policy of association (FSC-POL-01-004) is only
addressing forest related activities and deliberate manipulation of the FSC CoC system is not possible
to address through the Policy. Thus there seems to be need for a tool that can also address
deliberate misuse of the intentions with the FSC Controlled Wood system.

9. What are the main concerns and how could they be mitigated?
Product Groups: A vague and unclear definition of product groups creates a big risk that material of
different price or with significantly different functionality (e.g. tree species) is mixed in the same
credit account. This might lead to a situation where scrupulous companies misuse the system by
transferring FSC Credits that have been achieved by sourcing cheap FSC material and transfer them
to sites where the price for FSC material is much higher.
Mitigation actions; If the Cross Site Credit system is approved then it is very important that FSC
ensures that the rules for how FSC product groups are set up and managed are consistently enforced.

Product Groups: Another important aspect that should be considered is whether it is accepted that
different raw material that is equally critical for the production of the product is mixed into the same
credit account. This is today e.g. done at several paper mills where the production of paper requires
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several different qualities of pulp in a specific proportion (e.g. short and long fibre pulp) but these are
all managed as one input material type in the credit account.
Mitigation actions: In case the physical product cannot be produced from only one type of input
material then this should be considered in the management of the credit accounts, i.e. each type of
input material should have a separate credit account.

Conversion factors: Another issue that must be carefully considered in the credit account
management is that different sites might have different conversion factors for producing the same
kind of product. The current FSC CoC standard states that the FSC credits shall be added to the credit
account after the organization has gained legal ownership of the material and that the organization
shall add the converted quantity (volume or weight) of FSC and post-consumer inputs as FSC credit to
the FSC credit account using the conversion factor(s) specified for each component of the product
group . This might not always be the best solution in a Cross Site Credit system where the receiving
sites might have different conversion factors.
Mitigation actions: A solution to this is that the credits are converted only when they are transferred
to the site where they will be used. In such cases is it of course important that only material of same
(or comparable) species, composition/ specifications and value are mixed in the same credit account.

12 month rule (FSC-STD-40-004_V2-1 § 9.5.2): The requirements that credits that are older than 12
months have to be withdrawn might become difficult to monitor for companies if they have to
maintain different credit accounts for each site. The requirement that each site shall have a separate
credit account is stated in the current CoC standard and was further emphasized as a pre-condition in
the pilot test to ensure that companies that participate in the pilot will be able to keep track on
credits per site in case the Cross Site Credit system is not approved and they have to stop using the
credit transfer method. It is however important to underline that requiring individual credit accounts
for each site has no real practical purpose if the Cross Site Credit system is accepted, but will mean
significant difficulties for companies and certifiers to manage and monitor the 12 month rule. The
physical inflow of FSC material per site can be measured and controlled even with a common credit
account.
Mitigation actions: A common credit account in combination with a strong steering of what material
that can be mixed in the same product groups should make it easier to monitor the management of
the credits accounts. Since there will be fewer accounts it will also be easier to ensure that the
correct conversion factor is used for calculating the credits for the receiving site.

10% threshold impacts local sourcing of FSC material: One of the preconditions in the Cross Site
Credit pilot project was that minimum 10% of each site’s raw material must be FSC Certified. This has
been one of the most challenging pre conditions for many of the participants and the companies
have solved it in different ways. Some companies decided to not participate because they were not
able to meet the 10% threshold for the sites and some companies decided to exclude some sites
because it was not realistic and/or motivated to reach the threshold. Many of the participants did
however manage to increase their sourcing of FSC material to sites with low FSC input so that they
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could be included in the pilot test. This increase had to happen fast and in most cases it meant that
the companies brought the certified raw material from sources further away from the site. In some
cases this meant that local sources were replaced with overseas sources which mean longer
transport distances and higher costs.
The fact that companies are pushed to source certified raw material far from their production sites
also have a negative social impact since local non-certified small forest owners and/or producers are
not able to sell their products for reasons that might often be out of their control (e.g. scattered
forest ownership that makes forest certification difficult and costly). In a worst case scenario this
might lead to local small and medium size processors being shut down due to lack of FSC certified
material which in turn will have serious social impact on both workers and forest owners.
In case the fixed threshold is maintained it should be clarified what time period the threshold applies
to (any given time, weekly basis, monthly basis or yearly basis)
Mitigation action: A way to reduce the potential negative impact of the 10% threshold could be to
redefine the pre-condition so that it is more adapted to the local conditions in the respective
sourcing areas. Another option is to lower the fixed threshold to 5% instead of 10%.

Distribution vs trade: Within the Cross Site Credit pilot project one company has got approval for
treating their distribution sites as one site with a common credit account. The reason for this is well
motivated and justified due to the way the company’s sales and distribution is managed. It is
however important that FSC develops clear rules for when such solutions can be applied so that
other companies can also benefit from such opportunities if the cross site credit system is approved.
Mitigation actions: Remove the rule that each site shall have individual credit accounts, or develop
clear rules for when sites can share a common credit account (e.g. for distribution sites)..

Deliberate misuse: Ecological and Social stakeholders fear that dubious companies will try to find
loopholes in the Cross Site Credit system in order to misuse the intention of the credit transfer
possibility. Such misuse could be e.g. mixing material of various quality or price in the same credit
account, transfers of credits back and forth between sites to swindle the 12 month rule, etc.
Mitigation actions: If the Cross Site Credit system is approved there should be clear defined rules for
when and how a company shall loose the right to transfer credits. These rules must be strong enough
and could e.g. include mechanisms that force a cheating company to write off all credits they have if
they are found to be misusing the system. Such a rule would also make it less important to maintain
the rule that each site shall have individual credit accounts since there would be no credits left to
allocate back if they loose the right to transfer credits.

Communication with stakeholders: It is important that stakeholders (including those involved in the
development of the FSC System) are properly informed about what is happening within the
development and testing of new rules and systems. Interviews with some of the stakeholders
showed that many of them were not aware of the final set-up of the pilot project and did not know
about the pre-conditions that were defined by the FSC Board. It is not clear whether the lack of
knowledge depends on insufficient information from PSU or if it’s because the stakeholders are not
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interested/focused enough on the subject. It is anyway a problem that stakeholders do not have the
full understanding of how the pilot test was done and what mitigation processes that were put in
place since this means that opinions and standpoints are based on assumptions that the system is
weaker than it actually is.

Online Claims Platform: One question that has been raised is whether the Online Claims Platform
would be useful to support the management of credit transfers. The development of the OCP is still
in an early stage and it has not been possible within the scope of this analysis and reporting to
evaluate that possibility. This option should therefore be explored further when/if the Cross Site
Credit system is approved.

9.1
Are the preconditions defined for the pilot project relevant and
efficient?
Based on input from the stakeholders and the author’s own judgment, the following can be
concluded about the pre-conditions that were defined for the pilot project:
1. Controlled Wood verification for the entirety of the sites involved in the pilot
The current standard requires companies to ensure Controlled Wood for all material used in the
product group but for the Cross Site Credit pilot test the FSC Board scaled up this to cover all
wood based material used at each site. This pre-condition has not been seen as problematic or
controversial by any of the participants. This is probably due to the fact that all participants are
large companies who have had Controlled Wood as minimum level in their sourcing policy for
quite a long time. The pre-condition might be more challenging for smaller companies and for
companies operating in other parts of the world.
The pre-condition seems however well motivated and will probably refrain companies with
doubtful agendas and/or with questionable raw material sourcing to enter into the Cross Site
Credit system.
2. Minimum of 10% physical FSC input (FSC Pure, FSC Mixed, FSC Recycled or postconsumer
reclaimed) in each participating site.
A minimum rolling average of 10% FSC material was included as a precondition for FSC labelling
under the credit system in Version 1-0 of the FSC CoC standard. This threshold was removed in
the later versions of the standard but now introduced again as a precondition for participating in
the Cross Site Credit pilot. The 10% requirement is the pre-condition that has been most
challenging for many of the participants to comply with. As described in chapter 9, companies
have used different solutions to comply with the requirements. In many cases this has meant
sourcing of FSC certified material from sources further away from the production site.
A fixed threshold has its advantages because it is well-defined and easy to measure. On the other
hand, in most cases, it is not a short term driver for increased certification of forest land since
companies will not be able and/or willing to wait for the slow process of forest certification
before they can start applying the Cross Site Credit system but will instead source the FSC
material over longer distances if possible. This means that the fixed threshold might contribute
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to the credibility of the Cross Site Credit system but its effect on certification on forest land will
be fairly limited in the short and medium term.
The regions where the cross-site credits were expected to solve shortages of FSC supply are
usually the regions with low share of FSC certified forests. As a consequence, the Cross Site
Credits pilot could not be applied in these regions as the companies were not qualified to
participate in the pilot test since they could not reach the minimum 10% threshold. In the case of
e.g. Spain and Finland, where according to companies less than 1% of local forests are certified,
the application of this threshold makes it more or less impossible to apply the cross-site credits
system under the current threshold pre-condition. This means that the 10% threshold hinders
the implementation of the Cross Site credit system is these countries where it most likely would
play an important role in enhancing FSC FM certification. Companies operating in such areas
might thus not be able to source enough FSC material to certify any of their products which
probably mean that they will not put much focus on sourcing FSC certified raw-material before
the available volume reach a certain threshold where the available credits become useful on site
level.
There are a number of other ways to define conditions/thresholds that would perhaps work
better both in terms of forcing companies to intensify their local sourcing of FSC material and at
the same time enhance the perceived credibility of the FSC System. One of the goals with the
Cross Site Credit pilot has been to enhance and stimulate the certification of small forest holders.
The project results show that this has been achieved (see 6.3 for details) though it is difficult to
verify how much of the growth that results from the project.
Since the conditions and possibilities to source FSC material varies so much between and even
within countries then it might be more useful to connect the threshold to the local
circumstances. That would mean that each site should physically source at least the same
proportion of FSC raw material as is certified in the area where they are sourcing. In this case the
local FSC organisation (National Initiative) could play a role to define such thresholds (per region
and species if relevant). This kind of threshold would probably function fairly well on primary
producers that use unprocessed raw material but for secondary processors it would be more
complicated to define and monitor such a threshold.
Another way to push and encourage companies to increase their sourcing of FSC material could
be to define the requirement so that each site has to show continuous progress in increasing the
share of physical input of FSC certified material. Such a requirement would probably function on
all kinds of businesses and would enhance the sourcing of FSC material of all types. A precondition like this might need a clause that defines when growth in FSC sourcing is no longer
required/relevant. One argument against this kind of requirement is that certifiers often feel
unsure how to judge such open requirements.
3. All sites participating in the multi-site credit sharing shall be located within the same ecoregion,
country or region (E.g. European Union)
Most participant support this pre-condition and also understand why such a condition is needed.
Some companies questioned whether the condition makes sense for those that work with global
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commodities like market pulp but in the end all companies agrees that the conditions is relevant
and justified.
It seems like there has been some un-clarities whether USA and Canada can be considered as
one region which indicates that additional guidance on the definitions might be needed.
4. FSC credits shall only be shared within a multi-site certificate.
Most companies believe that this is a well justified pre-condition since it enables a strong control
of the credit transfers both for the companies but also for the certifiers. Some of the pilot
participants had to merge their sites into multi-site certificates before the pilot started but this
was in the end mainly seen as an advantage that strengthened their internal systems.
The requirements that transfer of credits is only allowed within the same Multi-site certificate
will also ensure that the Cross Site Credit system cannot develop into a virtual trade of FSC
credits because Multi-site certification is only allowed when participating sites have a legal
and/or contractual relationship with the central office requiring regular reporting and
communication with the central office and when participating sites are subject to a common,
centrally administered and documented internal control and reporting system, which is subject to
continual surveillance by the central office 2. To enhance this even more, FSC could also consider
not allowing the application of the cross-site credits to Multi-site certificates formed by
companies that are not under the same ownership structure (e.g. franchisees).
5. All inputs to a shared credit account shall be of the same product group, (e.g. same quality, value,
species)
This a valid requirement that in one way is unnecessary since this is already specified in the Chain
of Custody standard (FSC-STD-40-004_V2-1 § 9.1.1). For the pilot project it might have been
motivated to clarify this rule but if the Cross Site Credit system is approved then the statement
should be amended for consistency reasons.

10. Does the Cross Site Credit system support FSC’s Strategic
Goals?
The FSC Board of Directors has identified five major goals around which FSC will focus its
organizational energy3. These goals reflect FSC’s vision, mission and value proposition. The five
strategic goals are;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Provide leadership in advancing globally responsible forest management.
Ensure equitable access to the benefits of FSC systems.
Secure the integrity, credibility and transparency of the FSC system.
Products from FSC certified forests will create more business value than products from noncertified forests.
5. Strengthen its global network to deliver on Goals 1 through 4

2
3

FSC-STD-40-003 §1.4
https://ic.fsc.org/global-strategy.13.htm
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The document “Developing a long-term strategy for building/connecting supply from smallholders”
(BM 61.24) is also identifying several goals and processes that are relevant for the Cross Site Credit
system.
It is the author’s believe that the Cross Site Credit System has an obvious potential to deliver on the
strategic goals and the goals in BM 61.24. If the Cross Site Credit system is properly set up and
implemented it should not jeopardise any of the goals. The following chapters describe the outline of
the goals as well as the most relevant objectives together with the author’s view on how the Cross
Site Credit system might contribute to these goals.
Goal 1
In the face of new challenges for forest management – such as those associated with climate change
and the increasing use of biofuels – FSC will strive to engage all regions, forest types and forest
managers in the responsible management of forest resources.
Objective 1 (e)
Products from FSC certified forests are recognized and preferentially traded in local, national, and
international markets.
Contribution; The Cross Site Credit system allows the large companies to utilise all the credits they
have sourced. Allocating the credits to the sites closer to the consumer will make it possible for the
producers to meet the market demand which in the longer perspective will enhance the recognition
of the FSC brand and incentives for the certification of forests.
Goal 2
FSC will develop mechanisms to support forest managers who seek certification in areas where
uptake of FSC certification has been slower – among smallholders, community forests and forests
managed at a low intensity, especially in the tropics. We will ensure that the economic benefits of FSC
certification are more evenly distributed throughout the supply chain.
Objective 2 (c)
Local stakeholders, communities, and indigenous people have equitable access to the benefits of FSC
certification.
Objective 2 (d)
FSC contributes to small scale, community based, and indigenous peoples gaining better market
access and a wider range of benefits from certification.
Objective 2 (f)
Work towards ensuring that economic as well as social benefits of well managed forests are shared
equitably throughout the supply chain.
Contribution; The Cross Site Credit system is expected to incentivize the certification of logistically
disadvantaged forests which means that more and more local stakeholders, communities and
indigenous people will be able to benefit from the responsible forest management that the
certification process result in. Thus creating a better market access for certified material from areas
where FSC FM certification is still very scarce.

Goal 3
FSC will maintain trust in the FSC brand. We will put in place a system to evaluate how well we deliver
on our vision, mission and value proposition. We will implement systematic monitoring and
evaluation, dedicated research and development, and regular stakeholder surveys.
Objective 3 (c)
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Equitable access is provided to the FSC system for all stakeholders, including small operations and
community interests in the Global South and North.
Contribution; The Cross Site Credit system is expected to incentivize the certification of forests which
means that more and more local stakeholders, communities and indigenous people will be able to
benefit from the responsible forest management that the certification process result in. The Cross
Site Credit system is also creating a better market access for certified material from areas where FSC
FM certification is still very scarce. To what extent this will happen in the South and East is difficult to
say since all the pilot participants are located in Europe and North America.
Objective 3 (f)
The FSC label is recognized and promoted as the most trusted mark of responsible forest
management for wood, paper and non-timber products throughout the supply and demand market
place.
Contribution; This is probably the goal that there is biggest risk that the Cross Site Credits system is
deteriorating. The author believes that this risk that the Cross Site Credit system will undermine the
credibility for the FSC System will be mitigated with if the safeguards described in chapter 12 are
applied.
Goal 4
FSC will become more ‘market facing’ by ensuring our services and activities reward those who buy
and sell FSC certified products. We will develop direct, professional relationships with senior
representatives of the world’s top 20 forest product companies. We will vigorously explore the
potential of combining FSC and Fair Trade certifications to support small scale and community
forestry, especially in emerging markets.
Objective 4 (a)
FSC will create dedicated capacity to focus on, and understand the needs of, the top twenty most
important businesses for FSC
Objective 4 (b)
The FSC brand has strong market value.
Objective 4 (c)
Expand and support the market opportunities for small scale and community forest operations
offered by global scale forest product companies.
Contribution; The Cross Site Credit system is directly supporting the large producers’ strive to source,
produce and sell more certified products. Interviews with the representatives of the project
participants show that most of them are committed to invest more in marketing and selling FSC
certified products once the supply of FSC material is secured so that they can offer long term
commitments to the customers. Many of the primary producers also state that they will continue to
support and/or invest in Group FM certification programs once they know if the Cross Site Credit
system will be approved.

11. Conclusions and recommendations
The author’s conclusion is that the Cross Site credit system will be an important tool for FSC to meet
its strategic goals and for companies to meet their customers’ demands for more FSC certified
products. The Cross Site Credit system should thus be approved but several safeguards need to be
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put in place in order to mitigate the risk for lost confidence and support from the social and
environmental stakeholders. The recommendations below are interlinked and should thus not be
seen as individual safeguards that can be applied individually.

The author’s recommendations are the following;
1. The Cross Site credit system should be approved but the following subjects need to be
clarified and defined before it can be endorsed for implementation outside the pilot project.
a. It should be clarified that the possibility to transfer credits between sites will require
a special approval from the certifier. The introduction of the cross site credit system
shall require a Change of certificate scope audit of the company’s FSC CoC system,
including at least the Central Office procedures, product group definition and credit
account management.
b. The definition of input material that can be mixed in the same product group (and
managed in the same credit account) must be strengthened to ensure that;
i. Only material of same (or comparable) species, composition/ specifications
and value are mixed in the same product group.
ii. Different input material of a product shall not be mixed into the same credit
account. I.e. if the production of a physical product requires the combination
of inputs of different quality then these cannot be mixed in the same credit
account (e.g. production of paper that requires both short and long fibre
pulp, or production of furniture made of a combination of different material
types).
c. Revise the 10% threshold so that it better encourage companies’ sourcing of FSC
input material and not hinders companies in areas with low FSC share to participate.
Suggestion is to lower the threshold to e.g. 5% and combine it with a requirement
that each site shall show continuous progress in increasing the share of physical
input of FSC certified material.
d. The requirement that each site must maintain individual credit accounts should be
removed since this is making it difficult for companies and certifiers to monitor the
12 months rule.
e. The rules for how to manage credit accounts should be updated;
i. The requirement that input material shall be converted before being
registered in the credit account should be amended. Instead more emphasis
should be put on ensuring that the right conversion factor is used when the
credits are assigned to a certain production site.
ii. If different credit accounts will be required for each site then it needs to be
made clear when Cross Site Credit transfer is applicable and when different
sites can be classified as distribution sites that are allowed to be managed
under one credit account.
f. Clear rules needs to be established for when and how companies shall loose the right
to apply the Cross Site Credit system. Companies that loose the right to transfer
credits should also be forced to write off all their current FSC Credits (credits covered
by the cross site credit system).
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g. The statement that all inputs to a shared credit account shall be of the same product
group should be removed from the Cross Site Credit rules for consistency reasons
since this requirement is already included in the FSC CoC standard.
h. Tools should be put in place to ensure that companies and organisations that are
involved in substantial and deliberate manipulation of the FSC Chain of Custody
system can be exempted from all participation in the FSC system. This could e.g. be
managed through an update of the FSC Policy of Association.
i. Under the current rules, separate legal entities can be part of a multi-site certificate
(e.g. franchises). FSC should limit the application of the cross-site credits method to
only companies that are under the same ownership structure.
2. The possibility to continue with the credit transfer possibility is very important for the
companies who have already started working with this system. Pilot participants should thus
be allowed to continue with the cross site credit transfer under the current conditions
defined in the project proposal until the final rules and regulations for the cross site credit
system are approved. It is however important to be aware that there are companies who
were not participating in the Cross Site Credit Pilot and who now face a somewhat unfair
competition since they are not allowed to utilise the same opportunities for credit transfers.

Other recommendations
In a longer perspective FSC needs to demonstrate that the organisation is capable to monitor and
enforce the rules and the requirements that are decided in the multi stakeholder forums. This means
a strong system for capturing cases where rules are interpreted and implemented differently by
different companies and/or certifiers. In such cases FSC must be able to capture these discrepancies
and take actions before they are widely spread.
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Annex 1

List of people interviewed
Niels Olsen, Velux
Daniel Persica, Domtar
Allard Eckhardt, PontMeyer Handelsbedrijven B.V.
Chris McDonell, Tembec
Stewart Begg, SCA
David D. Griswold, Verso Paper
Gregg Barrels, Verso Paper
Véronique Blosseville Cascades
Michael Sauer, Metsä Tissue
Anders Fransson, Artic Paper
Andrew Ramirez, Midwest Hardwood Corporation
Gustavo Casares, Torrespapel
Luis Javier Sanchez, ENCE
Paul Davis, Columbia Forest Products
Grant Rosoman, FSC P&S Com Env North
Coen van den Veer, FSC P&S Com Social North
Nancy Vallejo, FSC P&S Com Soc South
Lincoln Quevedo, FSC P&S Com Env South
Paula Guimaraes, FSC P&S Com Econ North
Margareta Renstrom, FSC Board Env North
Per Funqvist, Billerudkorsnäs AB
Klara Helstad, Södra Skog
Jakob Ryding, Forests of the world
Per Larsson, WWF Sweden
Jamal Kazi, Forestry Certification Consultant
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